A theory of planetary magnetic fields published in 1998, which avoids the drawbacks of the conventional dynamo theories and is based on rotating dipole domains, is supplemented by adding data for the Sun and young Mars. Acceptable accuracy is achieved in the prediction of magnetic moments spanning 11 orders of magnitude for celestial bodies differing in mass by a factor of 6 Á 10 6 . One of the weaknesses of the theory lies in the fact that in assuming iron to be the dominant element in the Earth's core, inacceptable temperature levels are necessary to support the dipole model. However, on the basis of later reports it may be concluded that metallic hydrogen is present in the Earth's core in a higher concentration than assumed earlier. Taking the presence of hydrogen into account, the temperatures needed to support the dipole model are reduced to widely accepted levels, provided that the ratio of hydrogen on the total mass density is at least 1=6 (calculated for a valency of the iron nuclei of Z ¼ 1) or at least 1=10 (estimated for Z ¼ 2). Thus Earth-like planets appear closer in structure to the gas planets than assumed hitherto. A loss of hydrogen in the core leads to the extinction of the magnetic field -a fate, which may have been suffered by Mars.
Introduction
The model used in ref. [1] is based on considering a slab of conducting liquid keeping together by a binding energy represented in Fig. 1 by a potential wall.
The assumption made to obtain a loss-free model is that under high pressure the electrons separate from the densely packed atomic nuclei and form a dipole layer. The large force due to electric space-charge fields is balanced by pressure gradients as indicated for a valency of Z ¼ 1 in Figs. 2 and 3.
To prevent back-diffusion of the electrons, the potential barrier has to be maintained at a level ) kT=e, with k as Boltzmann's constant, , calculated for the average particle density Fig. 2 . Distribution of particle densities within the dipole domains relative to the average particle density (Eqs. (18) and (10) of ref. [1] ), with N AE as particle density per area T as absolute temperature and e as elementary electric charge. Note that the dipole layer maintains neutrality towards the outside (zero external electric field).
When stacking up such dipole layers onion-like for the planetary cores and attributing to the particles an additional degree of freedom based on the stored electrical energy per particle, the following formulas for the magnetic moments m H had been derived in ref. [1] .
For a spherical shell of thickness da at the radius a (Eq. (28) in ref.
Here " is the permittivity, O is the angular velocity (for Earth O>0) and p 0 is the pressure, which is approximated by the parabolic function (Eq. (29) 
Fig . 3 . Distribution of the electric field within the dipole domains (Eqs. (7) and (9) For the signs in Eqs.
(1) and (3) to be valid, it is assumed that the outermost layer is composed of electrons. If the dipole orientation is reversed (ions in the outermost layer) the field is reversed. Eqs. (1) and (2) allow the calculation of the magnetic fields. With
and the normalized radius
the distributions in spherical coordinates for 1 read
; ð6aÞ
and for !1
Here, not to be confounded with Boltzmann's constant introduced later,
For Earth, k ¼ 0:6 and the field distribution of Fig. 4 is obtained, with the magnetic south pole at the geographic north pole. The energy of the Earth magnetic field is calculated to be 4:563 Á 10 18 Joule, 14.3% of which is stored outside of the core.
Magnetic Moments in the Solar System
Eq. (7a) leads to an Earth magnetic field at the poles of about 24 A/m, which corresponds to an induction of 30 mT (0.3 Gauss); this is close to the observed values. When applying the model to other planets, the lack of knowledge of their internal structures is a problem which had been tried to overcome by using a two-shell model with a core material of average mass-density 1 and a mantle material of average mass-density 2 . With plausible values for 1;2 and the known values of radii and masses, the parameters entering Eq. (3) can be determined. Confidence in this method is gained by applying it to Earth, where the two-shell model leads to an error of only 2% in magnetic moment as compared to the result gained from the more accurate data available from seismic measurements.
The values of the mass densities used were: (6) and (7) [2] ) and calculated values spanning 11 orders of magnitude for celestial bodies differing in mass by 6 Á 10 6 is remarkable. The data given for the Sun refer to the dipole-part of its magnetic field (FRIEDMANN [3] , MERRILL et al. [4] ). Also remarkable appears the fact that, based on observations of the Global Surveyor (CONNERNEY et al. [5] ), young Mars had exactly the magnetic moment predicted by the theory, but lost it later for unknown reasons. For Venus, the rotational speed ð<0:9 m=sÞ is well below the thermal velocities, so that the magnetic moment can be assumed to be zero -Eq. (3) is not applicable.
The Temperature Dilemma
The theory suffers from the drawback that very high core temperatures are necessary to support the dipole model. For a valency of Z ¼ 1 and predominating iron, the temperature (from Eq. (34) in ref. [1] ) reads [6] ) for an abundance of hydrogen in the core.
Thus Eq. (9) has been re-examined for a mixture of iron and hydrogen. The field-and charge distributions, calculated in ref. [1] , are valid for a mixture only for equal valency of the components. Thus a valency of Z ¼ 1 had to be assumed for the iron nuclei. Taking 0 1 as fraction of the hydrogen part on the total mass density,
with m p as the proton mass and N þ =d 1 as average density of the nuclei, which, from Eqs. (12) and (15) of ref. [1] , is given by
From Eqs. (10) and (11) the temperature becomes
The reduction factor for the temperature reaches the necessary value of (at least) 0.1 for ¼ 0:16 or 1=6. If a reduction down to 5000 Kelvin were required, _ ¼ ¼ 0:38. For valencies of the iron nuclei exceeding 1, the necessary hydrogen concentration becomes lower, but cannot be analyzed rigorously on the basis of ref. [1] . But a crude estimate is given by Eq. (9), which yields a reduction factor for the temperature of 2=ð1 þ ZÞ, so that with Z ¼ 2; ¼ 0:1 or 1=10 is estimated for a reduction factor of 0:1.
The high concentration of hydrogen postulated here appears possible in a plasma-state of the material. Metallic hydrogen caught the interest of scientists since a long time to explain, for example, the behaviour of gas planets or to seek practical applications (W. J. NESS [7] ). For the pressure inside of the Earth's core, a plasma state appears possible. Critical is the application for Mercury, where the pressure reaches only about 50 GP (see Table 1 ), but metallic hydrogen is rich in unexpected properties (BABAEV et al. [8] ), so that a mixture of iron and hydrogen may be suspected to be in a plasma state even at the pressures in Mercury's core.
The conclusions are:
-The theory of rotating dipole domains yields reliable estimates of the magnetic moments for Sun and all planets. -For reasonable core temperatures, hydrogen has to appear in abundance in all Earth-like planets. -For Mars, the loss of magnetic field may have been caused by a loss of hydrogen in its core.
